Highlights

from Nick Hadley
Some years ago, I was fortunate enough to attend the
Rotary International Convention in Sydney.
One of the guest speakers said something that I vividly remember; “you can’t break
Rotary; but try any way!” He was of course referring to the age-old conundrum; ‘how
do you attract new, younger members when most of the older members of a club
are happy, and don’t want change’. In his view, the answer was to form a satellite
club. At the time, I was living in New Zealand, where I had joined Rotary just north of
Auckland. Despite the 12000 miles separating NZ from the UK, the Rotary challenges
are remarkably similar. My club was having trouble in recruiting members, and I was asked to form
a Satellite. I felt that I should use business as the theme to hold it together. At the time I was also a
member well-known international business networking group which expects weekly attendances and
holds members to account if they don’t pass regular business to other members. A Rotary satellite
focused on business networking needed to be the opposite of this. Hence the concept of a Rotary
Business Forum was hatched, and a couple of years later this morphed into a new club.
Moving back to the UK in 2015, I re-joined Rotary in Cambridge South where a similar membership
recruitment challenge was occurring, and I volunteered to start up a new business-focused Satellite.
The Rotary Business Forum formed in October 2017 and now meets every alternate Friday breakfasttime at a technology and business park in the north of Cambridge.
Meetings are geared towards entrepreneurs, business owners and mid-career professionals and
follow what to me are the three pillars of Rotary: doing some good in the community; having fun
doing so; and helping each other in business. Generally, we have around 12-14 attendees and our
meetings take the form of a conversation, even when we have a speaker.
”the energy and enthusiasm of our meetings have been a real eye-opener to visitors from the
mother-club, and there is an atmosphere of helping and supporting one another.
In the first three months we have now signed up six new Rotary members, with more in the
pipeline.
Are these people what traditionalists would see as typical Rotarians? Possibly not. Generally
younger, time-poor and focused on family and business, they are less keen on the format of evening
dinner, gongs, chains and formal toasts. Yet they’ve joined the “mother” club’s fundraising activities
and are keen to sponsor a couple of RYLA candidates this year.
Together with my co-chair, Jools Hudson, we are putting together a set of templates which may
help other clubs create their own business-focused satellites. These emails, documents and even a
website (currently under construction) might all help to short-circuit some of the admin of setting up a
new group. Just drop me a line at nick@quattrostar.com
The District Governor Robert Lovick is extremely keen to
promote this model of Business Forums that are linked to
Rotary and attracting younger people into the organisation .
He is of the opinion that we must not rush the process as the
consequences of doing so could derail our efforts to create
future business forums based on the Cambridge South model.
Members of the Forum where asked to bring along their
current biggest business problem, so that other members
could contribute their solutions. Paul Gibson (left) told us that
his main business was being compromised by the fact that he
had a secondary business (a Champagne importing company)
that he didn’t know how to dispose of. Dennis Caswell (right)
wanted to buy it to add to his catering business. A few days
later the deal was done! This is great business networking
incorporating Rotary matters whilst embracing change and
facing the challenges of the future.
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